Coaching Tool – The Building Rapport Challenge
How to understand others to build engagement
Whether you work in a family business, the health
service, education or a large global corporation,
being able to build rapport and create a connection
quickly is one of the key ingredients for success.
Yet many people struggle with the interpersonal skill
of building rapport that makes networking, creating
business relationships and leadership roles much
more difficult than they have to be.
When you have rapport with someone, you are seen as trustworthy and you're better placed to
influence, learn and teach, particularly as the trust that you've built up means other people are more
likely to accept your ideas, to share information, and to enable you to create opportunities together.
Research shows that humans primarily use emotions – not logic – to trust and feel connected to
someone. Building rapport is all about making the person you are talking to feel emotionally
comfortable so they feel connected to you and trust you.
This coaching tool is about taking time to learn and practice the skills of building rapport in a fun, easy
and safe way with different people.
Like any of the EBW coaching tools for improving performance, this tool works best once an individual
has received their EBW Business EQ Report, enabling them to benchmark their empathy drive and its
impact on themselves and others.

Exercise:

The Coffee/Corner Shop Challenge

Objectives:

To understand what rapport is and how to create it
To learn how to build a ‘genuine’ connection with strangers
To learn how to quickly build trust through rapport
To read body language better
To make others lives a little more pleasant!

EBW Scale:

Empathy

Group Size:

Individual/team

Materials: Business EQ Diary

Participant Role and Responsibilities
In the exercise, the participant is asked to play the Building Rapport Challenge game every time they go to
a coffee/corner shop or a supermarket to buy something.
The aim of the game for the participant is to build rapport and create a connection with the checkout
person by the time they pay for the coffee or the items they are purchasing.
By playing this game the participant regularly practices rapport building skills in a zero cost situation and
hopefully as they improve their rapport skills make somebody else’s working day a little more pleasant....

Directions
The first step is for the participant to define how they will know they have made a connection (built
rapport) with the checkout person and then write the definition in their Business EQ Diary.
This may be difficult for those participants who have not considered how to recognise a ‘genuine’
connection. A connection may be as subtle as an authentic smile or a friendly response to a comment or
a laugh or a sharing of a unique personal detail.
Here is an example of participant’s rapport game.
Participant: How’s your shift going?
Checkout man: Ok! It has been a good shift.
Participant (with a smile): Glad to hear that! Anything in particular making you happy?
Checkout man: I don’t know, I have running water, a roof over my head, food when I’m hungry…
Participant: What a great outlook on life.
Checkout man: Honestly? I’m always watching documentaries and reading about different places
so I can keep things in perspective. So many people I know take this all for granted.
The last sentence was the moment of honesty and openness that defined a true connection for the
participant.
The second step is to define the scoring system for the game.
Here is an example of the Building Rapport Challenge game scoring system
1 point - if the participant attempts to build rapport
2 points - if they make a connection as defined by their Business EQ Diary
3 points – if another person (customer or another checkout person) joins the conversation
4 points - if the participant manages to make a connection when the store is particularly busy or
the checkout person is under pressure or does not appear to like the participant
5 points - if the checkout person remembers the participant when they next visit
Minus 1 point - if the checkout person is polite but does not engage with the participant
The participant should write their scoring system in their Business EQ Diary

The third step is the fun part, the participant starts the game.
The game starts every time the participant goes to a coffee shop or supermarket and the person in front
of them, at the checkout, has finished paying for their items.
The final step is for the participant is to record each encounter and scores in their Business EQ Diary.
They should reflect which areas of Business EQ did they use, what could they change and how did it make
them feel? What would be the impact on others if they changed?
Writing about their experiences helps to create a logical structure for the future and can help coach
participants on how they can use these new found skills in more critical situations in the workplace.

Debrief:

In just a month, or between one coaching session and the next, the participant will start noticing trends:
What makes people connect, what keeps them in “polite but uninterested” mode, and which elements
of their response to hone in on.
These insights will be invaluable when the participant has to work with difficult customers or colleagues.
The regular practice of the Building Rapport Challenge game will provide a wealth of rapport building
experience to draw on in more critical situations
In two months we find that most participants (even those who score on the extreme left of the EBW
empathy scale and right sided on the EBW emotional control scale) have become practiced at reading
people and knowing intuitively what to say to create a genuine connection.

Top Tips

Suggesting the participant starts with a supermarket checkout, when they are buying several items, will
make the game easier as they will have longer to build rapport, rather than a coffee shop, where they
will only have a short time to play the same game.
Using the Building Rapport Challenge game as part of group or team coaching is very powerful, as
participants are able to their share experiences. They also have the added aspect of the competitive
nature of the challenge to motivate engagement and drive the participants to work outside their
comfort zone.

The EBW is the EQ assessment and development system of choice for many
world-leading organizations, including:

What people say
“I found undertaking the EBW assessment refreshing and insightful. I would recommend this exercise and coaching
process for all leaders hoping to better their leadership style and indeed themselves as a person."
“Investing in EBW Team/Leadership Programme has enabled me to see my blind spots, look laterally at my thinking and to
understand how I can better engage with and positively influence those around me – and it really works!.."

Start Today

Contact your EBW Licensed Facilitator for an EBW discovery session

